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ABSTRACT 

High speed and low Power consumption is one of the most important design objectives in integrated circuits. As 

multipliers are the most widely used components in such circuits, the multipliers must be design efficiently. This 

paper proposes the simple and efficient approach to reduce the maximum power consumption and delay. Based 

on the idea of razor flip flop and adaptive hold logic the timing violations are reduced. In the fixed latency 

usage of clock cycles is increased. The reexecution of clock cycles is reduced by using variable latency. The 

result analysis shows that the reliable multiplier has better performance in power consumption and delay than 

contemporary architectures. 
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I INTRODUCTION 

 

Digital multipliers are among the most critical arithmetic functional units in many applications, such as the 

Fourier transform, discrete cosine transforms, and digital filtering. The throughput of these applications depends 

on multipliers, and if the multipliers are too slow, the performance of entire circuits will be reduced. Traditional 

circuits use critical path delay as the overall circuit clock cycle in order to perform correctly. Hence, the 

variable-latency design was proposed to reduce the timing waste of traditional circuits. The variable-latency 

design divides the circuit into two parts they are shorter paths and longer paths. Shorter paths can execute 

correctly in one cycle, whereas longer paths need two cycles to execute. When shorter paths are activated 

frequently, the average latency of variable-latency designs is better than that of traditional designs.It is well 

known that multipliers consume most of the power in DSP computations. In this paper, we presents low power 

Column bypass multiplier and row bypass multiplier design methodology that inserts more number of zeros in 

the multiplicand and multiplier thereby reducing the number of delay as well as power consumption. The delay 

and power are reduction are depends on the input bit coefficient. This means if the input bit coefficient is zero, 

corresponding row or column of adders need not be activated.  
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II PAPER CONTRIBUTION 

In this paper, a reliable multiplier design with a adaptive hold logic (AHL) circuit is proposed. The multiplier is 

based on the variable-latency technique and can adjust the AHL circuit to achieve reliable operation to reduce 

the error and reexecution of clock cycle. The adaptive hold logic (AHL) circuit  can decide whether the input 

patters requires one or two cycles and can adjust the judging criteria to ensure that there is minimum error 

detection and reexecution of clock cycle. 

 

 

III PRELIMINARIES 
 

3.1 Array Multiplier 
 

The array multiplier is a fast parallel multiplier and is shown in Fig.1 and it consists of (n-1) rows of carry save 

adder, in which each row contains (n-1) full adders. Each full adder in the carry save adder array has two 

outputs they are the sum bit goes down and the carry bit goes to the lower left full adder. The last row is a ripple 

adder for carry propagation. 

 

 
 Fig.1 4*4 Array Multiplier                                                                Fig.2 4*4 Column Bypassing Multiplier  

 

 

3.2 Column Bypassing Multiplier 
 

A column-bypassing multiplier is an improvement of the array multiplier and is shown in Fig.2. A low-power 

column-bypassing multiplier design is proposed in which the full adder operations are disabled if the 

corresponding bit in the multiplicand is zero. Supposing the inputs are 1010 * 1111, it can be seen that for the 

full adders in the first and third diagonals, two of the three input bits are 0 and the carry bit from its upper right 

full adder and the partial product aibi . The multiplicand bit ai can be used as the selector of the multiplexer to 

decide the output of the full adder, and ai can also be used as the selector of the tristate gate to turn off the input 

path of the full adder. If ai is 0, the inputs of full adder are disabled, and the sum bit of the current full adder is 

equal to the sum bit from its upper full adder, thus reducing the power consumption of the multiplier. If ai is 1, 

the normal sum result is selected. 
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 Fig.2 4*4 Column Bypassing Multiplier                                 Fig.3 4*4 Row Bypassing Multiplier  

 

3.3 Row Bypassing Multiplier 

 
A low-power row-bypassing multiplier is also proposed to reduce the power consumption and use of more clock 

cycles. The operation of the low-power row-bypassing multiplier is similar to that of the low-power column-

bypassing multiplier, but the selector of the multiplexers and the tristate gates use the multiplicator. The design 

of 4*4 row bypassing multiplier is shown in Fig.3. The basic concept is to execute a shorter path using a shorter 

cycle and longer path using two cycles. Since most paths execute in a cycle period that is much smaller than the 

critical path delay, the variable latency design has smaller average latency. Each input is connected to full adder 

through a tristate gate. When the inputs are 1111 * 1001, the two inputs in the first and second rows are 0 for 

full adders. Because b1 is 0, the multiplexers in the first row select aib0 as the sum bit and select 0 as the carry 

bit. The inputs are bypassed to full adders in the second rows, and the tristate gates turn off the input paths to the 

full adders.  

 
             Fig.3 4*4 Row Bypassing Multiplier                                   Fig.4  8-bit RCA with a hold logic circuit. 
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3.4 Variable Latency Design 
 

The variable-latency design was proposed to reduce the timing waste occurring in traditional circuits that use the 

critical path cycle as an execution cycle period cycles as shown in Fig.4.. The basic concept is to execute a 

shorter path using a shorter cycle and longer path using two cycles. Since most paths execute in a cycle period 

that is much smaller than the critical path delay, the variable-latency design has smaller average latency. Fig.4 is 

an 8-bit variable-latency ripple carry adder (RCA). A8–A1, B8–B1 is 8-bit inputs, and S8–S1 are the outputs. 

Supposing the delay for each full adder is one, and the maximum delay for the adder is 8.Through simulation, it 

can be determined that the possibility of the carry propagation delay being longer than 5 is low. Hence, the cycle 

period is set to 5, and hold logic is added to notify the system whether the adder can complete the operation 

within a cycle period. 

 

IV PROPOSED RELIABLE MULTIPLIER 
 

4.1  Proposed  model 

The multiplier architecture, which includes two m-bit inputs (m is a positive number), one 2m-bit output, one 

column- or row-bypassing multiplier, 2m 1-bit Razor flip-flops and an AHL circuit as shown in Fig.5. The 

column- and row-bypassing multipliers can be examined by the number of zeros in either the multiplicand or 

multiplicator to predict whether the operation requires one cycle or two cycles to complete. When input patterns 

are random, the number of zeros and ones in the multiplicator and multiplicand follows a normal distribution. 

Therefore using the number of zeros or ones as the judging criteria results in similar outcomes. Hence, the two 

multipliers can be implemented using similar architecture, and the difference between the two bypassing 

multipliers lies in the input signals of the AHL. According to the bypassing selection in the column or row-

bypassing multiplier, the input signal of the AHL in the architecture with the column-bypassing multiplier is the 

multiplicand, whereas that of the row-bypassing multiplier is the multiplicator. 

 
 

                         Fig.5 Multiplier design with Adaptive hold logic                                  Fig.6 Razor Flip Flop 
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4.2 Razor Flip Flop 
 

Razor flip-flops can be used to detect whether timing violations occur before the next input pattern arrives as 

shown in Fig.6. A 1-bit Razor flip-flop contains a main flip-flop, shadow latch, XOR gate, and multiplexer. The 

main flip-flop catches the execution result for the combination circuit using a normal clock signal, and the 

shadow latch catches the execution result using a delayed clock signal, which is slower than the normal clock 

signal. If the latched bit of the shadow latch is different from that of the main flip-flop, this means the path delay 

of the current operation exceeds the cycle period, and the main flip-flop catches an incorrect result. If errors 

occur, the Razor flip-flop will set the error signal to 1 to notify the system to reexecute the operation and notify 

the AHL circuit that an error has occurred.  

 

4.3 Adaptive Hold Logic 
 

The AHL circuit is the key component in variable-latency multiplier. Fig.7 shows the details of the AHL circuit. 

The AHL circuit contains an aging indicator, two judging blocks, one multiplexer, and one D flip-flop. The 

aging indicator indicates whether the circuit has suffered significant performance degradation due to the aging 

effect. When input patterns arrive, the column- or row-bypassing multiplier, and the AHL circuit execute 

simultaneously.  

According to the number of zeros in the multiplicand (multiplicator), the AHL circuit decides if the input 

patterns require one or two cycles. If the input pattern requires two cycles to complete, the AHL will output 0 to 

disable the clock signal of the flip-flops. Otherwise, the AHL will output 1 for normal operations. When the 

column- or row-bypassing multiplier finishes the operation, the result will be passed to the Razor flip-flops. 

 
 

Fig.7 Adaptive Hold Logic 
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Table.1 Comparison Result of Fixed and Variable Latency 
   

WORD SIZE AREA  

(GATE 

COUNT) 

POWER(mW) DELAY(ns) 

  4*4  Column 

Bypassing(fixed) 

590 40 11.165 

 

4*4 Column 

Bypassing(Variable) 

590 40 6.680 

16*16  Column 

Bypassing(fixed) 

12,826 85 12.222 

16*16  Column 

Bypassing(Variable) 

8199 53 6.50 

4*4  Row 

Bypassing(fixed) 

673 40 9.096 

 

4*4  Row 

Bypassing(variable) 

680 40 6.680 

16*16  Row 

Bypassing(fixed) 

13,992 87 10.491 

16*16  Row 

Bypassing(Variable) 

9,069 62 6.500 

  

 In the above Table.1 the fixed latency and variable latency are compared for area, power and delay. In the fixed 

latency the more number of clock cycles are required and due to which the area, power and delay are increased. 

By using proposed adaptive hold logic i.e., in the variable latency the less number of clock cycles are used and 

due to which the error is reduced so that the area, power and delay are reduced in variable latency. 

 

V SIMULATION RESULT 
 

The simulation result of fixed and variable latency for 4*4 and 16*16 column bypassing is shown. 

 

Fig.10 Simulation result of 16*16 fixed latency 
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Fig.11 Simulation result of 16*16 variable latency 

 

VI CONCLUSION 
 

This paper proposed a reliable variable-latency multiplier design with the AHL. In the fixed latency the clock 

cycles is fixed and due to this the timing violations occur. To overcome this problem variable latency is used to 

reduce the delay. The experimental results show that our proposed variable latency design has reduced delay for 

8×8 and 16×16 for column-bypassing multipliers and row bypassing multipliers when compared to fixed latency. 

The delay of 16*16 fixed column bypassing is 12.22(ns) are reduced to 6.50(ns) in variable latency. The delays of 

16*16 fixed row bypassing are 10.49(ns) are reduced to 6.50(ns) in variable latency. The power of 16*16 for 

column bypassing fixed latency is 8.5% is reduced to 5.3% by using variable latency design and same for row 

bypassing fixed latency is 13.9% is reduced to 9% by using variable latency design. As error occurred due to timing 

violations is reduced by proposed reliable multiplier using adaptive hold logic. 
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